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·!)lTRODUCTION 

In recent years the supply of roadway construction funds has become 

smaller and diverted to the most cost-effective projects. Consequently, 

the high level of new construction serviceability is not achieved and 

temporary maintenance practices are required on low volume roads and city 

streets. This has resulted in marginal pavements requiring emergency repairs 

under adverse conditions. What had been repairs and patching performed 

only during cold and wet winter months are now becoming year round "band-aid" 

repairs to roadway pavements. 

Informal pavement patching programs carried on in the past must now 

become cost-effective, efficient, long lasting maintenance procedures that 

will be serviceable until a more permanent rehabilitation project is programmed. 

PERM~-PATCH MACHINE 

A local contractor in Littleton, Colorado (Mr. Gabe Gabriel) fabricated 

a mechanized pavement patching machine for use in repairing roadway potholes 

and other local failures. The self-contained unit (see Figure 1) is mounted 

on a Dodge truck chassis with an operator compartment. It can travel at 

high,;ay speeds and is capable of transporting sufficient material to do a 

dav' 5 work depending upon size of pothole repairs. I~ithout leaving the cab, 

the operator can do the entire patching operation using the electronic 

control switching panel connected to the hydraulic power system. 

Approximately three-fourths of a cubic yard of asphalt is carried in 

the hopper storage area. The hopper which can be hydraulically lowered for 

filling contains a screw conveyor incorporating a hollow shaft pipe with 

a propane burner at the forward end to heat the mix. Therefore, cold mix, 

hot mix, or recycled asphalt may be used in the patching operation. Storage 

sp~ce is provided on the vehicle for the tack oil and its heating system, 

hydraul ic system oil, diesel fuel for flushing and cleaning the unit 
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fu, d traffic control signs and cones . In addition to flushing out the tack 

oil lines, the diesel fuel may be used to enrich the mix in the hopper. 

A large hydraulic pump is mounted on the engine which supplies hydraulic 

power to extend the boom and move it laterally, operate the hopper gate 

which fills the boom hopper, the boom hopper gate, the tamper, the screw 

conveyor, the tack oil pump, and the linkage to move the hopper for 

filling. Since the hydraulic pump is driven by the main engine, there 

is nO problem of adequate power. 

The quantities of expendable materials carried on the vehicle appear 

to be adequate for one day's work depending upon size of holes patched 

and operator speed. However, the 3/4 yard supply hopper capacity may 

require refills over the course of a busy day. Table A contains the 

complete Specifications for the Perma-Patch machine. 

FIELD PLACEMENT AND PERFORMANCE 

In the patching operation, the vehicle is brought to a convenient 

position within the 6 foot boom reach of the pothole. The hole is prepared 

with a blast from a propane burner and is sprayed with a heated tack coat 

from the spray nozzles located on the end of the boom. Since this operation 

is a heated process an emulsified asphalt has been found to be most desirable 

for use as a tack coat material. Next, hot mix heated to a temperature of 

approximately 3000 F is dropped from the boom hopper into the hole and is 

tanped by means of the hydraulic tamper mounted on the end of the boom. 

The machine is then driven to the next pothole needing repair. For a one 

to three inch deep hole the machine time for the patching operation normally 

varies from five minutes for a 10 foot square patch to 15 minutes for a 

25 foot square patch area. 

In April of 1976 the patching machine was used to patch a portion of 

old US 6 located in the Colorado mountains. (This roadway has since been 

replaced by I 70). Table B lists a summary of the experiences gained during 
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t he operation. During the patching operation, the weather was cold and 

wi ndy with intermittent snow showers. Observers from the Colorado Department 

of Highways and the Federal Highway Administration were impressed with the 

e i ficiency of the patching machine, the method in which each component of 

the patch was paced as well as the appearance and durability of the final 

product. The requirements for a well compacted, long lasting and smooth 

riding patch appeared to be met using this machine. It appears that the 

requirement for shaping and cleaning of the hole has been replaced by the 

use ofaheater and hot tack emulsified asphalt. Another series of patches 

were made on a secondary State Highway south of Denver during October 1977 . 

These repairs consisted primarily of thin patches over areas of alligator 

cracking . The use of an emulsion and AC-10 tack coat were used on these 

sites with hot mix asphalt pavement material being placed at temperatures 

rainging from 280 to 37SoF. (When a cold mix is used the material is heated 

tc 1700 F before placement.) After a period of two years these patches were 

fcund to be in good condition. However, those having the AC-IO tack coat 

showed signs of reflection cracking and some erosion of the patch. Those 

tacked with the asphalt emulsion were in excellent condit i on and showed 

no signs of failure. 

In addition to patching old asphalt pavements the Perma-Patch machine 

was used to repair potholes on a concrete bridge deck. The structure located 

on I 70 east of Denver, carries a high volume of traffic with a large per

centage of heavy trucks. An inspection of these patches three years after 

placement revealed that they are still in place, well compacted and exhibiting 

good bonding properties. Nearby hand placed cold patches are failing and 

spauling out of the deck . 

COKCLUSIONS/IMPLEMENTATIONS 

1. The capability of patching under all weather conditions makes the Perma

Patch machine attractive for year round pothole repair . 



;! . The propane heater heats the pothole sufficiently to eliminate the 

requirement of squaring and cleaning out the hole. 

3. Heating of the tack oil and patching mix material permits the use 

of an emulsified asphalt (CSS-lh) as the tack oil . 

4. The self-contained unit permits pothole patching to be a one man 

operation especially on low volume roads. However, additional 

manpower may be required on longer operations for flagging and 

delivering additional mix to the patching machine. 

5. The repair is permanent eliminating the need to redo Or replace a 

temporary patch. 

6. Small holes can be patched quickly. A 10 foot square patch may 

be repaired in five minutes. 

7. Various types of patching materials may be used including cold or 

hot mix asphalts and recycled asphalt. 

8. Although not commercially available the current estimated cost of 

the Perma-Patch machine is estimated to be $40,000 to $45,000. 

9. Statewide, Colorado annually uses 23,200 tons of cold mix to hand 

patch potholes. This represents a cost of $1,732,000 for labor, 

equipment and materials. A comprehensive demonstration and evaluation 

study is needed to determine the savings potential of a Perma-Patch 

machine patroling and repairing potholes on a routine basis. Pre

liminary findings estimate an economic savings of approximately 

50% may be realized with the use of this machine. 
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TABLE A 

PERMA-PATCH PATCHING MACHINE 

SPECIFICATIONS 

CHASSIS 

Dodge M 400 
360-HD premium Chrysler engine 
Power Steering 
Power Brakes 
Auto Transmission 
12,000 lbs. G.V.W. Rating 
Tires-front 800-l7.SD (8 ply rated) 
Tires-rear 800-l7.SC (6 ply rated)Dual 
Fuel tank capacity-36 gallons 

CAB AND EQUIPMENT 

Height-117 inches or 9 feet 9 inches 
Empty weight-6,700 lbs; 

Loaded weight-lO,lOO lbs. 
Length-17 feet 8 inches 
Width-7 feet 
Hydraulic Tank Capacity-40 gallons 
Tack Oil Tank Capacity-30 gallons 
Diesel Oil Tank Capacity-IS gallons 
Propane Tank Capacity-12S gallons 
Supply Hopper Capacity-3/4 yd.= or 

110011 
Patching Bucket-l~ cubic feet 
Patching Area-6 foot radius 

BURNERS 

Patch Bucket Burners(2) 
100,000 BTU each=200,000 BTU Total 

Supply Hopper Burner 
Ransome Torch-B-4-12S,000 BTU 
Temperature controlled by ASCO Tri 
Point Temperature Switch 

Tack Oil Tank Burner 
Ransome Torch-B-1-7S,000 BTU 
Temperature controlled by ASCO Tri 
Point Temperature Switch 

HYDRAULIC TAMPER 

Stanley Model TA S3 
Speed-2,SOO strokes per minute 
Force-40 foot pounds 
Spring Mounted 

TACK OIL PUMP 

Robbins and Meyers 
Moyno !'ump FA 22 
580 RPM=.6S gal. per minute @ 90 PSI 

S 

HYDRAULIC PUMP 

Sundstrand 18-7012 
Variable Displacement 
Open Circuit 
Pressure compensated 
Maximum operating pressure for 

machine 1200 PSI 
Maximum operating engine RPM= 

1500 RPM 
Factory Set=By throttle switch 

PUMP CLUTCH 

Electro Lock 
Magnetic 1111324-120 foot pounds Torque 

HYDRAULIC OIL FILTER(Pressure) 

PalI-HH 9660-3 Micron 

SUCTION STRAINER 

Jeliff J-30-400 

CONTROL VALVES 

Delta-4000 Series 

CAB EQUIPMENT 

Full Instruments 
Plus - Tackometer and Hour Meter 

Propane Fuel Gauge 
Windshield Wiper-American Bosch 
Cooling and Defroster Fan 
Heater-244 CFM-24,000 BTU 
Seating 

Operator-Freedman-adjustable and revolvin 
Passenger-Fixed for (2) two 

CONTROL CONSOLE 

All Honeywell Switches 
Rated I-million cycles 
All operations separately fused 
3 main circuits to Console 
All functions power relayed 
No voltage drop to functions 



Location 

Number.of Patches 

Total Time, Hrs. 

Cost $ 

Lane-Miles 

Time Lost, Hrs* 

Patches/Hour 

Cost/Patch 

Cost/Mile 

l'ABLE B 

SUMMARY OF POTHOLE PATCHING MACHINE USED ON US 6 

IN COLORADO FRONT RANGE AREA 

APRIL 1976 WEATHER ; SNOWING AND WINDY 

Wheeler lO -Mile 
Yail-East Junction Canyon 

102 9 131 

19 4 17 

760 160 680 

12 1 10 

4 1 3l:i 

5 1/3 2 1/2 7 3/4 

. 7.45 17.78 5.19 

63.33 160. 00 68 . 00 

Note; * Time Lost Due to: 

Sign Placement and Removal 

Heavy Traffic Delays 

Lunch Breaks, etc. 

Equipment Repair 

·6 

Straight 
C:teek Total 

76 318 

8 48 

320 1920 

6 29 

1 9l:i 

9 1/2 6 2/3 

4.21 6.04 

53.33 66.20 


